
Lorikeet Landing at TLPZ (species shown)1.0 Violet Crested Turaco1.0 Violet Crested Turaco0.2 Von der Decken’s Hornbill2.0 Forsten’s Lorikeets1.1 Weber’s Lorikeets5.2 Swainson’s Lorikeets6.3 Green-naped Lorikeets0.1 Dusky Lory0.0.1 Dusky/Weber’s Hybrid
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The purpose of this presentation was to collect and share data about mixed species parrot exhibits. We want to share potential options for housing that could benefit the exhibits. We want to share potential options for housing that could benefit the management of parrots in the future. With this information available, now there is a quick and easy resource for people to reference if they have any questions or ideas about specifically mixing parrots in current exhibits or building new exhibits for multiple species including parrots. This diverse and amazing group of birds are very popular for their great range in size, personalities and their voices of course. While our TAG manages only several SSP species, the aim is to focus on a smaller number of species and devote the maximum resources possible. This requires available spaces for Yellow and Red SSP populations to grow. Maybe you can help?
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Housing:
•While island style exhibits may be an necessity for some situations/individuals, other •While island style exhibits may be an necessity for some situations/individuals, other options are now tried and tested for parrots. Housing in larger free flight aviaries allows more naturalistic interactions with different species, and not always, but sometimes can be beneficial for parrots with behavioral problems (stereotypical behaviors, etc.). 
•Housing multiple species together allows them to form their own social bonds and could free up more isolated space for species that need it for breeding purposes or other management needs.
•The list of parrots in AZA facilities is 205 species/subspecies and of that 84 (about 41%) are housed or have been housed with other taxa. This is a surprising and good number considering the results of this survey are only from 15 insitutions.
•Listed in the database are examples of species that have worked and species that have not worked when housed together at facilities.
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Here is a quick screen shot of what the data looks like. Each parrot species is listed by common and scientific name. The third column lists species successfully housed with and is common and scientific name. The third column lists species successfully housed with and is followed by a superscript which corresponds to an institution in the last column. Major genera like waterfowl, pheasants, passerines, etc are grouped together as most species in these taxonomic groups either worked well or they didn’t. The fifth column has species that were not successfully housed with the parrot species and again which institution reported this. Notes in the sixth column may note a mix working at one institution and not the other; the goal was to provide contact information for people interested in that particular mix or if they are wondering why or why it didn’t work more specifically they can contact that institution for more insight. It could be due to a number of things such as sex ratio, space available, season, individual personalities, etc.
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Ed and Rosie at the Cincinnati Zoo. Video provided by Cassandre Crawford. Mixed Ed and Rosie at the Cincinnati Zoo. Video provided by Cassandre Crawford. Mixed species exhibits provide natural enriching interactions. More enrichment. Yay!
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I’d like to thank everyone who provided pictures, videos, responded to my survey and for contributing to this database in any other way. I hope it continues to grow and become an contributing to this database in any other way. I hope it continues to grow and become an easy resource/reference for anyone that already houses or is looking to house parrots in their collections. Thank you! 
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